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This catalog is smaller in size, yet not short on excellence! 
We’ve curated a selection of our most exquisite pieces. This 
year, we’re thrilled to introduce two new collections: “Spar-
kling” and “Bouli,” each showcasing the timeless elegance 

you’ve come to expect from Hulchi Belluni.

As always, we’ve retained the beauty of nature as our 
backdrop, with the sun’s warm embrace and the soft sand 
beneath our feet. It’s a setting that embodies the essence 

of our brand - a harmonious blend of warmth, vibrancy, and 
balance.

We’re genuinely excited to share this year’s creations with 
you, and we hope you find them as enchanting as we do. 

Thank you for being a part of our journey, and we look forward 
to welcoming you into the world of Hulchi Belluni once again.

With warm regards,

Beachside Elegance
- Unveiling Our Latest Collections -

Martine Hul
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THE bubbly

bouli collection

A playful yet elegant assortment finished with diamond 
and vibrant colored stones. Its flexibility and compatibility 
with the Tresore Collection make it a delightful addition 
to your jewelry wardrobe, promising a perfect blend of 

fun and sophistication.
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“For me, Bouli brings a modern 
touch to stacking BRACELETS 

– it’s my unique spin on timeless 
style.”
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THE DAZZLING

sparkling collection
The collection lives up to its name, adding 
a dazzling allure to every piece. Its timeless 

design effortlessly complements your existing 
jewelry, making it a versatile choice for every-

day elegance that truly shines.
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THE independent

cubini collection
The Cubini collection is where roughness meets 
elegance. Think outside the cube and let your 

inner inspiration be your guide. You are the 
master of your destiny, the captain of your soul. 

Live it to the fullest.
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THE diamonds for every day

tresore collection
Tresore is one of our signature collections 

that embodies an extensive range of 
comfortable stretch bracelets and rings to 

add to your everyday look. 
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Tresore bracelets are the perfect gift for both him Tresore bracelets are the perfect gift for both him 
and her, offering a stylish accessory that bridges the and her, offering a stylish accessory that bridges the 

gap between classic and contemporary design. gap between classic and contemporary design. 
Their versatility encourages mixing and matching, Their versatility encourages mixing and matching, 
allowing couples to create a unique connection allowing couples to create a unique connection 

through their shared style.through their shared style.

tresore collection
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tresore collection
For men

Put together your own ideal combination 
that matches your personal taste.

Pick and mix different colors for a unique 
expression of your personality.
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THE diamonds for every day

tresore collection
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Stack up your bracelets

tresore collection
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